Brightstar MobileLife for Enterprise
Your employees need to stay connected. Whether they’re here…Or here. Or
here.
Brightstar MobileLife makes it simple to get your people the wireless devices
and services they need, exactly when they need them—anywhere in the
world.
Tablets. Smartphones. Accessories and peripherals.
Distribution. Activation. Financing and leasing. Returns. Trade-ins. And more…
We’ve got you covered.
With affordable monthly leasing options, Brightstar Flex gives employees more
access to higher-end devices.
And ordering is easy.
With MobileLife, your employees or administrators use their company login
credentials to access and browse an extensive, online catalogue of products,
accessories and services—all tailored to your needs, and connected directly
to Brightstar’s delivery and support services.
Our total solution makes it easy. We get the device, customize it to your
requirements, and get it where it needs to go.
In life:
As the workplace becomes more flexible than ever, employees put in hours in
airports, coffee shops, at home and in offices all over the world.
This growing global network comes with its fair share of challenges—but
Brightstar MobileLife is up to the task.

Brightstar makes sure your employees’ devices are always in ready, working
order, so they can focus on what matters—getting the job done.
Ever broken or lost a device? With Brightstar MobileLife on your side, you’ll get
a new phone—pre-loaded with all your apps.
Brightstar’s customer service team is always a call or tap away, with 24/7
response via email or phone. So you can be back online and in business in no
time.
From providing a replacement device to next-day shipping and package
tracking…to ensuring old devices are secure… to loading up apps and
security and carrier configurations so a new device is ready right out of the
box…we take care of it all—from beginning to end.
With Brightstar MobileLife you get end-to-end visibility and control, with the
ability to track every bit of a device’s life-cycle. You maintain control, cut
costs and give your employees the support they need.
We take on the complexity, so you can focus on the big, bottom-line picture.
End of Device Life:
When a device reaches the end of its life, Brightstar is there for you, too.
With support from our operational centers around the world, we manage the
entire recovery process, and provide an audit of the device’s life—all while
protecting customer and individual data.
From cutting-edge device grading to responsible electronics recycling to
secure permanent data wiping, we’ve got it covered.

We can even restage higher-grade devices for re-use inside your company or
re-marketing elsewhere providing you with new funds.
And you don’t have to worry about where all those old devices end up,
because Brightstar fully adheres to all environmental standards.
In fact, we keep nearly 50 tons of device components out of landfills each
year.
Brightstar MobileLife…Because you want to keep your employees connected.
Whether they’re here…Or here. Or here.
We make it easy to get your people the wireless devices and services they
need, exactly when they need them, no matter where they are.
Brightstar MobileLife for Enterprise…More choice. More control. More
Affordable. Simple.
We simplify the wireless world, making mobile technology accessible for
everyone

